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The dissertation is based on archives, from the interrelation of 
tradition-modern and state-society, observes the municipal administration 
and public enterprise of Fuzhou in 1927-1937. It analyses the 
multi-channels of the municipal progress, the impulsing mechanism of 
city transformation, and the potential paths of state-society relation in the 
progression of modernization. The main body is in 8 chapters and 
consists of some 180,000 words. 
The first chapter summarizes the previous researches, points out that 
the previous researches mostly focusing on some few big cities such as 
Shanghai where the modern municipal administration system was 
complete, but neglecting the research about the most middle and little 
cities where the municipal administration system was incomplete, 
especially neglecting the function of the traditional resources and social 
forces in the modern municipal progress. The dissertation points out that 
we should multianalysis the channels of the municipal progress. Except 
that sufficiently affirming the function of the institutional innovation, we 
should think much of the function of the traditional continuance. So we 
should integrate these two parts to completely comprehend the inner 
mechanism of modern city constructing. 
The second chapter apartly observes the change of municipal 
adiminstration system from the traditional period, the Late Qing New 
Deal period, the Northern Warlords Government Period to the early 
National Governmental Period, and unveils the inner path of the 
municipal administration system of Fuzhou from integration to 
independence. It points that the inadequate institutional innovation made 
the government not promoting the municipal progress more. 
The third chapter observes the financial conditions of the municipal 
administration, especially the Police Department and Works Department, 
restricting the municipal progress. It points that at that time the finance 
couldn’t support the municipal development sufficiently. And because the 
municipal administration strengthened the taxation, the social resistance 
was persisting and the state-society relation was in deterioration. 
In this instance, how did the municipal administration supply the 















to supply the public goods. They were “governmental supply”(官办), 
“merchant supply”(商办 ), “public supply”(公办 ) and “official-civil 
cooperative supply”(官民合办). 
The fourth chapter observes the municipal engineering with the way 
of governmental supply. The government tried its possible to support the 
municipal engineering when the financial conditions were very deficient. 
In the period the streets was wide and spreaded all over the city. The 
urban reconstruction was also done. The government strengthened the 
administration of the urban space. The relative success of the municipal 
Engineering indicated the governmental active municipal administration 
and municipal construction. 
The fifth chapter observes the way of merchant supply in public 
electric utility. Because of the governmental deficient finance, the private 
capital investing and managing was a effective way to supply the public 
services. The government not only continued permitting the merchant 
supply, but also strengthen the supervision to the public electric utility 
and protection of the market conditions. Though the effect was not ideal, 
the public electric utility kept steadily management ultimately 
The sixth chapter observes the progress of fire control and the public 
supply tradition. The jiuhuohui (救火会，society of fire fighters) was the 
civil voluntary organizations, rooting the tradition of giff-gaff in the 
trades and the communities, and developed rapidly in modern times. 
Because of the governmental deficient finance, the jiuhuohui effectively 
assumed the citywide fire control. The government supported and 
protected the jiuhuohui’s business, and supervised the jiuhuohui 
improving their business quality. The jiuhuohui actively promoted the 
municipal progress, and strengthened their organizations and prestige in 
communities. The state and society reinforce each other. 
The seventh chapter observes the social relief with the way of 
official-civil cooperative supply. In traditional period, there were three 
forces, namely the personal charities, the charity organizations and the 
government, to take parts into the social relief in Fuzhou. In Late Qing 
New Deal period, the machinery of local autonomy under the official 
supervision and local elitist management tried to recompose the 
traditional social relief. Because of the conditional restriction, the plan 
was failed. But the government continued to support the social 
organizations to maintain the social relief, nevertheless. The local elites 















whole city and communities. In the early nationalist government period, 
the social relief developed more and the cooperation and correspondence 
strengthened between the Jiuhouhui, Shangshi Yanjiusuo, chamber of 
commerce, charity organizations and official organization of social relief. 
It developed a “whole-front” strategy and indicated the complete 
cooperational between all sorts of forces in social relief. 
The eighth chapter summarizes the main viewpoints and reviews the 
previous researches. Firstly, Fuzhou was not the city belonging to the 
type where there was the complete institution of modern municipal 
administration. Not until to 1937, there was not the complete institution 
of modern municipal administration in Fuzhou. And because of the 
financial restriction, the government was only able to make great efforts 
to maintain the municipal engineering, the other parts of public enterprise, 
such as public electric utility, fire fighting, social relief, were apartly 
maintained by merchant supply, public supply and official-civil 
cooperative supply. The case of Fuzhou presents the pattern of municipal 
progress about the most cities of modern China. Secondly, about the 
modern transition of Chinese traditional cities, the most previous 
researches adopted the theory of modernization and observed the 
transition from the external. The case of Fuzhou indicates that the modern 
transition of traditional cities was the effect of external plan and the inner 
logic. Thirdly, in the progression of modernization, the state and society 
certainly collided in some instances. But it was not only a part of the 
complete history process. The case of Fuzhou proves that in the 
progression of modernization, there were not only collide between state 
and society, but also the standing cooperation. 
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